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1 Proof of Theorem 31

Theorem 1. Let
{
pKt,k

}
k∈N

be the weights in wt, the model can be stabilized if
∑

k∈N

∣∣∣pKt,k∣∣∣ ≤ 1.2

Proof. Let λ be the eigenvalue of matrix wt and λmax be the largest one. According to Gershgorin′s3

Theorem [2], where every eigenvalue of a square matrix wt satisfies:4

|λ− pt,t| ≤
n∑

k=1,k 6=t

|pk,t| , t ∈ [1, n] (1)

then |λ− pt,t| + |pt,t| ≤
∑n

k=1 |pk,t|. According to the triangular inequality, and since5 ∑n
k=1,t6=k |pk,t| ≤ 1, we have6

λmax ≤ |λ− pt,t|+ |pt,t| ≤
n∑

k=1

|pk,t| ≤ 1 (2)

which satisfies the model stability condition.7

Theorem 1 (i.e., Theorem 3 in the paper) shows that the stability of a linear propagation model can8

be maintained by regularizing all the weights of each pixel in the hidden layer such the summation9

of their absolute values is less than one. For the one-way connection, Chen et al. [1] maintain each10

scalar output p to be within (0, 1). Liu et al. [4] extend the range to (−1, 1), where the negative11

weights show preferable effects for learning image enhancers. This indicates that the affinity matrix12

is not necessarily restricted to be positive/semi-positive definite. (e.g., this setting is also used for13

a pre-defined affinity matrix in [3].) For the three-way connection, we simply regularize the three14

weights (the output of a deep CNN) according to Theorem 1 without any positive/semi-positive15

definite restriction.16

2 Parsing results on the HELEN dataset17

In this section, we show more parsing results on the HELEN dataset. The detailed regions are cropped18

from the high resolution results. Figure 1 shows the effectiveness of the proposed spatial propagation19

network (SPN).20

3 Semantic segmentation results on the PASCAL dataset21

In this section, we show more semantic segmentation results (left) and object probability (i.e., 1−Pb ,22

where Pb denotes the probability of the background region) on the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset (Figure23

2).24
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Figure 1: Parsing result on the HELEN dataset with detailed regions cropped from the high resolution results.
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RGB pretrained with densecrf with three-way SPN ground truth

Figure 2: Visualization of Pascal VOC segmentation results (left) and object probability (by 1 − Pb , where Pb denotes the probability
of the background region). The results provided by the proposed three-way SPN framework are marked in the red rectangle.
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